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Abstract
The recently-proposed coupling between the angular momentum density and magnetic moment
[A. Raeliarijaona et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 137205 (2013)] is shown here to result in the
prediction of (i) novel spin currents generated by an electrical current and (ii) new electrical
currents induced by a spin current in systems possessing specific interfaces between two different
materials. Some of these spin (electrical) currents can be reversed near the interface by reversing
the applied electrical (spin) current. Similarities and differences between these novel spintronic
effects and the well-known spin Hall and inverse spin Hall effects are also discussed.
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Spin transport electronics, commonly termed spintronics, is attracting a lot of attention
for fundamental purposes as well as for its potential applications in electronic technologies [1–
3]. Particularly striking examples of spintronics are the spin Hall effect (SHE) and inverse
spin Hall effects (ISHE) that were, interestingly, both first predicted [4, 5] before being
observed [6–9]. In case of the SHE, an electric current generates a transverse spin current
involving specific component of the magnetic moments, with the spin current reversing its
direction when the electric current is reversed. On the other hand, it is a transverse electric
current that is created and controllable by a spin-current for the ISHE.
One may wonder if there are novel spintronic effects that remain to be discovered. For
instance, it is legitimate to explore if new interface-driven spintronic phenomena may oc-
cur, once realizing that a variety of spectacular and unusual features have recently been
discovered near or at the interface between two different materials. Examples of such fea-
tures, among many others, are interface-mediated conduction [10], superconductivity [11],
multiferroic effect [12], and improper ferroelectricity [13].
In particular, it is worth pursuing if the recently proposed coupling [14] between the an-
gular momentum density [15] and magnetic moments can guide the (hypothetical) discovery
of new spintronic phenomena, since this coupling not only allowed to re-derive in a rather
straightforward fashion the anomalous Hall effect (which is another Hall effect for which the
transverse conductivity depends on the system’s magnetization [16–18]) but also resulted
in the prediction of a novel Hall effect [19]. Note that, in addition to the anomalous Hall
effect, this coupling also explained [14] why magnetic vortices can be controlled by the cross
product between the electric field and the magnetic field, led to the so-called spin-current
model [20, 21] in multiferroics, and yielded the prediction of a novel anisotropic effect [14],
which further emphasizes its usefulness in tackling a variety of complex problems involving
electromagnetism in materials.
The goal of this manuscript is to demonstrate that, indeed, novel spintronic effects emerge
near the interface between two materials from this recently proposed coupling [14].
For that, let us first recall that the coupling between the angular momentum density and
magnetic moments leads to the following energy for a conduction electron [14, 19]:
E = −
a
2
r
¯
× (E
¯
×H
¯
) ·m
¯
, (1)
where a is a material-dependent constant, r
¯
is the position vector of the electron and m
¯
is its
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magnetic moment. E
¯
and H
¯
are, respectively, the electric and magnetic fields experienced
by the electron. Note that, similar to the well-known potential energy associated with a
uniform electric field, E is position-dependent while difference in energy and resulting force
(i.e., minus the gradient of E with respect to r
¯
) are independent of position for uniform
fields.
Let us now use Eq. (1) to tackle three different cases.
Case 1 : The subscript “C1” will be adopted in the following to denote the energy and
fields appearing in Eq. (1) for Case 1, which corresponds to the application of an electric
field along a specific direction (to be chosen as the x-axis) to a system having an interface
(between two materials) lying in an x−y plane. In that situation (denoting the unit vectors
along the x-, y- and z-axes by xˆ, yˆ and zˆ), the electric field E
¯C1
is the sum of the external
electric field Eaxˆ and a local electric field Elzzˆ that is oriented along the z-axis. This local
electric field occurs at the interface (see Fig. 1) and originates from the gradient of the
potential across the interface. We thus have
E
¯C1
= Eaxˆ + Elzzˆ . (2)
Regarding the magnetic field, H
¯C1
, we note that electrons having a magnetic moment m
¯
and
moving with velocity v
¯
possess an electric dipole moment given by [23, 24]:
d
¯
=
1
c2
v
¯
×m
¯
. (3)
where c is the speed of light. This dipole interacts with the electric field given in Eq. (2) to
produce an energy of the form
Eint = −d
¯
· E
¯C1
= −
1
c2
(v
¯
×m
¯
) · E
¯C1
= −
1
c2
(E
¯C1
× v
¯
) ·m
¯
. (4)
This latter form can be thought as the Zeeman energy resulting from the interaction between
the magnetic moment and a magnetic field given by:
H
¯C1
=
1
µc2
(E
¯C1
× v
¯
) , (5)
where µ is the permeability of the medium.
Moreover, the velocity of the electron v
¯
is directly proportional in magnitude, but opposite
in sign, to the applied electric field. This is because this velocity is directly proportional but
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opposite in direction to the current density, the latter being simply related to the applied
field via the conductivity of the material. As a result, one can write
v
¯
= −
σ
ne
Eaxˆ , (6)
where σ is the conductivity, n is the density of electrons and e is the magnitude of the
electronic charge. This proportionality between the velocity and the applied electric field
combined with Eq. (2), allows us to rewrite Eq. (5) as
H
¯C1
= −
1
µc2
σ
ne
EaElzyˆ . (7)
Using Eqs. (2) and (7) in Eq. (1) we obtain
EC1 =
aσEaElz
2neµc2
{−xEamy + y[Elzmz + Eamx]− zElzmy} (8)
where (x, y, z) and (mx, my, mz) represent the Cartesian components, respectively, of the
position vector and magnetic moment of the electron. It is important to realize that, unlike
local electric fields associated with impurities, Elz can be considered as a constant here
across the (001) interface (the actual spatial variation of the field in the transition layers
may depend on the quality of the interface, impurities, and other details of the transition
region. To avoid getting into these unnecessary details we take the field at the interface
to be constant, as consistent with the discontinuity in the potential across the interface).
Electrons near this interface will thus experience a force whose z-component FC1,z is minus
the derivative of EC1 with respect to z:
FC1,z =
aσ
2neµc2
EaE
2
lzmy (9)
Consider now what happens when this force is incorporated into the Drude model [25]
near the interface:
dpz
dt
= −eElz +
aσ
2neµc2
EaE
2
lzmy −
pz
τ
, (10)
where pz is the z-component of the momentum of the electron, e is the magnitude of the
electronic charge, m is the mass of the electron, and τ is the mean time between two
successive electronic collisions.
Multiplying this equation by −eτnI
m
, where nI is the density of electrons near the interface
leads to:
jz,I + τ
djz,I
dt
=
nIe
2τ
m
Elz −
anIστ
2nmµc2
EaE
2
lzmy , (11)
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where jz,I = −
enI
m
pz is the z-component of the current density near the interface.
The right-hand side of Eq. (11) (which has the dimension of a current density) has there-
fore two parts. The first part is given by nIe
2τ
m
Elz, “simply” arises from the existence of the
local electric field inherent to the interface, and is experienced by any electron independently
of the sign of its my. On the other hand, the second part has a global sign that depends on
the sign of my: in the case that the coefficient a is positive, electrons having a positive my
will generate a negative z-component of the current density near the interface while elec-
trons possessing a negative y-component of their magnetic moment will result in a positive
(opposite) contribution to jz,I when the applied field Ea is along the +x-axis (the opposite
situation holds if a is negative). As a result, the (001) interface tends to act as a “filter” to
deflect electrons with a definite sign for the y-component of their magnetic moment along
a specific side of the interface and a spin current exists along the z-axis, provided that the
magnitude of the second term of Equation (11) is not negligible in front of the first term
[26]. Interestingly, motions that are precisely opposite to the ones we just described (related
to the second term of Eq. (11)) will occur when the applied field is reversed from the +x to
−x direction, because Eq. (9) is linearly dependent on Ea. Such field-controllable motion of
electrons with specific magnetic moment, shown schematically in Figs. 1, resembles the spin
Hall effect (SHE) [4–9, 27, 30–32]. Note, however, that the SHE is different from the effect
described here because (1) SHE can occur in bulk systems while the effect predicted here is
an interface-driven phenomenon; and (2), unlike the new effect, SHE does not require the
coupling between angular momentum density and magnetic moments for occurring. For in-
stance, in case of the extrinsic SHE [27], which is typically explained in terms of the so-called
skew-scattering and side-jump mechanisms involving impurities [16, 33–39], (i) one can just
consider the Zeeman interaction energy between the magnetic moments and the magnetic
field given by Eq. (5); (ii) realize that the local field around an impurity is inhomogeneous,
unlike the case considered here; and (iii) finally obtain a force along the z-axis by taking
the derivative of this Zeeman energy with respect to z, viz., − σ
2neµc2
Ea
∂Elz
∂z
my. This force
naturally explains the extrinsic SHE in bulk systems, since one can easily demonstrate that
∂Elz
∂z
has a definite sign around an impurity (e.g., by considering a central potential whose
gradient provides the local electric field).
Case 2 : Let us now consider Case 2, which is similar to Case 1 with the important
exception that the interface now lies in a (011) plane. Using the subscript “C2” to denote
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appropriate quantities, the electric and magnetic fields of Eq. (2) and (5) in this case become
E
¯C2
= Eaxˆ+ Elyyˆ + Elzzˆ (12)
and
H
¯C2
=
1
µc2
σ
ne
Ea(Elyzˆ− Elzyˆ) . (13)
Note that the local electric field in this case acquires a y-component, Ely (equal in magnitude
to Elz) since we are now dealing with a (011) interface. Then the energy associated with the
coupling between the angular momentum density and magnetic moments can be written as:
EC2 =
aσEa
2neµc2
{xEa(Elymz −Elzmy)} (14)
+
aσEa
2neµc2
{y[{(Ely)
2 + (Elz)
2}mz + EaElzmx]}
−
aσEa
2neµc2
{z[{(Ely)
2 + (Elz)
2}my + EaElymx]} .
The y- and z-components of the force, FC2,y and FC2,z, associated with this energy near the
interface are then:
FC2,y = −
aσ
2neµc2
Ea
(
E2ly + E
2
lz
)
mz −
aσ
2neµc2
E2aElzmx , (15a)
FC2,z =
aσ
2neµc2
Ea
(
E2ly + E
2
lz
)
my +
aσ
2neµc2
E2aElymx . (15b)
Incorporating these two components into the Drude model [25] near the interface yields:
dpy
dt
= −eEly −
aσ
2neµc2
Ea
(
E2ly + E
2
lz
)
mz −
aσ
2neµc2
E2aElzmx −
py
τ
(16a)
dpz
dt
= −eElz +
aσ
2neµc2
Ea
(
E2ly + E
2
lz
)
my +
aσ
2neµc2
E2aElymx −
pz
τ
. (16b)
Multiplying these equations by −eτnI
m
results in:
jy,I + τ
djy,I
dt
=
nIe
2τ
m
Ely +
anIστ
2nmµc2
Ea
(
E2ly + E
2
lz
)
mz +
anIστ
2nmµc2
E2aElzmx (17a)
jz,I + τ
djz,I
dt
=
nIe
2τ
m
Elz −
anIστ
2nmµc2
Ea
(
E2ly + E
2
lz
)
my −
anIστ
2nmµc2
E2aElymx , (17b)
where jy,I and jz,I are the y- and z-components of the current density near the interface.
The first terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (17a) and (17b) indicate that the local
electric field existing near the (011) interface induces a current density that is oriented along
the [011] direction, independently of the sign and magnitude of the Cartesian components
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of the magnetic moments of the electrons. If we assume that a is positive, the second
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (17a) and (17b) tell us that that the electrons with
positive (negative) mz tends to generate an additional positive (negative) y-component of
the current density near the interface while those with positive (negative) my induces an
additional negative (positive) z-component of the current density near the interface when
the electric field is applied along the +x-axis, with these motions reversing when the applied
electric is reversed. In other words, as in Case 1, the presence of the interface leads to spin
currents that are controllable by the applied electric field. What is new in Case 2 with
respect to Case 1 is the presence of the third terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (17a)
and (17b). These third terms indicate that, if a is positive, electrons with positive mx will
generate another current density (near the interface) that is along +yˆ − zˆ, that is, along a
direction that is parallel to the interface, while electrons with negative mx will generate an
opposite additional current density. Interestingly, this “in-plane” spin-current involving the
x component of the magnetic moments can not be reversed when the applied electric field is
reversed, because the third terms of Eq. (17a) and (17b) are proportional to the square of
the applied electric field. This new (interface-driven) phenomenon, different in nature from
a spin Hall-like effect, is summarized in Fig. 2 [26].
Case 3 : Let us now consider the situation (for which the subscript “C3” will be used in
the following) of a spin current in which electrons having a negative mz move along the +y
axis with a velocity vyyˆ while precisely the opposite motion occurs for electrons having a
positive mz. For simplicity, we do not include here the possibility that these spin electrons
may also have a definite x− or y−components of their magnetic moments. As shown in
Fig. 3, an interface lying in a y − z plane is considered in this system, which results in the
formation of local electric field aligned along the x-axis at this interface:
E
¯C3
= Elxxˆ. (18)
Because of the existence of the spin current, the electrons having a negative z-component of
their magnetic moments will experience a magnetic field of the form
H
¯C3,↓
=
1
µc2
E
¯C3
× vyyˆ =
1
µc2
vyElxzˆ , (19)
while electrons possessing a positive mz will feel precisely the opposite magnetic field
H
¯C3,↑
= −
1
µc2
E
¯C3
× vyyˆ = −
1
µc2
vyElxzˆ . (20)
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Inserting Eqs. (18) and (19) into Eq. (1) gives for electrons with negative mz,
EC3 = −
avy
2µc2
xE2lx|mz| , (21)
where |mz| is the absolute value of the z-component of the magnetic moment. Interestingly,
the electrons having a positive mz also possess the same energy, EC3 (this can be shown
either by inserting Eqs. (18) and (20) into Eq. (1) or by realizing that Eq. (1) is invariant
under a simultaneous change of sign of the magnetic field and magnetic moment). As a
result, all electrons experience the same force along the x-axis near the interface:
FC3,x =
avy
2µc2
E2lx|mz| . (22)
Consider this force in the Drude model [25] near the interface therefore gives:
dpx
dt
= −eElx +
avy
2µc2
E2lx|mz| −
px
τ
, (23)
Multiplying this latter equation by −eτnI
m
leads to:
jx,I + τ
djx,I
dt
=
nIe
2τ
m
Elx −
anIevyτ
2mµc2
E2lx|mz| , (24)
where jx,I = −
enI
m
px is the x-component of the current density near the interface. Equation
(24) therefore tells us that, in addition to nIe
2τ
m
Elx that is valid for any electron, electrons
with both positive and negative mz will generate an additional negative x-component of
current density in the vicinity of the interface if a is positive (otherwise this additional x-
component is positive) thereby creating an additional electrical current that is transverse
to the spin current. This additional transverse electrical current, unlike nIe
2τ
m
Elx, can be
reversed by switching the direction of the spin current since Eq. (22) depends linearly on
the spin-current velocity vy. All these effects, shown schematically in Figs. 3, are reminiscent
of the so-called inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) [4, 5]. However, unlike the traditional ISHE,
the effect predicted here is interface-driven and originates from the coupling between angular
momentum density and magnetic moments.
Let us also indicate what happens in the steady state regime. In that situation,
djx,I
dt
=0
and jx,I will vanish as a result of the formation of another electric field along the x-axis,
arising from the transfer of charge associated with the electrons that have already crossed
the interface and that will oppose the further motion of electrons along the x-axis (as, e.g.,
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similar to the cases of the regular Hall effect or p-n junction [25]). When denoting such new
electric field as Eopp,x, Eq. (24) will then lead to
Eopp,x = −Elx +
avy
2eµc2
E2lx|mz| , (25)
Interestingly, Eq. (25) therefore tells us that Eopp,x (and the resulting associated voltage
existing inside the system along the x-axis) will change in magnitude when reverting vy,
which can be practically used to experimentally demonstrate the existence of the (novel)
second term of Eq. (24).
Note that this interface-driven formation of a voltage from the application of a spin
current is similar in nature from the recently observed spin-to-charge conversion at the
interface between non-magnetic materials [28]. However, these two effects are technically
different because the latter phenomenon (which is termed the inverse Rashba-Edelstein effect
[29]) involves the application of a spin current that is along (rather than perpendicular to)
the normal of the interface and the creation of an electrical current that is perpendicular
(rather than parallel) to the normal of the interface. In fact, it is interesting to realize that
the experiment of Ref. [28] precisely corresponds to the reciprocal situation of our ‘Case
1’: In Ref. [28], a spin current flowing along the normal of the interface (i.e., the z-axis)
and involving spins oriented along an axis that lies inside the interface plane (e.g., spins
having y-components) leads to the creation of an electric voltage that is along the third
Cartesian axis (e.g., the x-axis), while our Case 1 is about the formation of a spin current
oriented along the z-axis (which is parallel to the normal of the interface) of spins having
y-components from the application of an electric field being along the x-axis.
Finally, one can easily demonstrate, that the case that differs from“Case 3” only by
having an interface along a (110) (rather than a (100) plane), will also result in the creation
of an additional electric current along the normal of the interface (in the non-steady state
situation), which can be reversed by reversing the spin current.
In summary, we have demonstrated that the coupling between angular momentum den-
sity and magnetic moments predicts novel spintronic effects near interfaces between two
different materials. We hope that these novel effects, summarized in Figs. 1-3, will stimu-
late experimental work for their conformation. Note that, as hinted in Ref. [19] and in the
supplemental material of Ref. [14], the a coefficient appearing in Eq. (1) requires spin-orbit
interactions to be non-zero. As a result, the phenomena predicted here are more likely to be
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observed in systems with strong spin-orbit interactions. It may also be worth investigating
if theories involving Berry-phase curvature [30–32] can also explain the novel phenomena
predicted here. This appears to be a promising scenario especially when we recall that the
coefficient a of Eq.(1) has been recently found [19] to be directly related to Berry-phase
curvature [40] in case of the anomalous Hall effect.
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Energy Sciences, under contract ER-46612, ONR Grants No. N00014-11-1-0384 and N00014-
12-1-1034, and NSF Grant No. DMR-1066158 are also acknowledged for discussions with
scientists sponsored by these grants. The authors thank Vincent Cross and Huaxiang Fu for
insightful discussions.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Schematics of the predicted effect associated with Case 1 for a system
having a (001) interface between two materials. Panel (a) and (b) differ by the direction of the
applied electric field E
¯a
(i.e., parallel or antiparallel to the x-axis), and show the resulting electric-
field-controllable transverse motion of the y-component of the magnetic moments along the z-axis
near the interface (associated with the second term of Eq. (11)) – resulting in a spin current,
J
¯s
. Electrons are represented by dots while the components of their magnetic moments are shown
by solid lines going though the dots. The direction of the force experienced by these electrons
(associated with Eq. (9)) is displayed via dashed lines.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Schematics of the predicted effect associated with Case 2 for a system
possessing a (011) interface between two materials. Panel (a) and (b) differ by the direction of the
applied electric field E
¯a
(i.e., parallel or antiparallel to the x-axis). They show the corresponding
motion of all components of the magnetic moments near the interface (associated with the second
and third terms of Eqs. (17a) and (17b)). Electrons are represented by dots while the components
of their magnetic moments are shown by solid lines going though the dots. The direction of the
force (associated with Eqs. (15a) and (15b)) experienced by these electrons is displayed via dashed
lines.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Schematics of the predicted effect associated with Case 3 for a system having
a (100) interface between two materials. Panel (a) and (b) differ by the direction of the spin current
J
¯s
(parallel or antiparallel to the y-axis), and show the resulting formation of an electrical current
J
¯c
(associated with the second term of Eq. (24)) along the normal of the interface. Electrons
are represented by dots while the components of their magnetic moments are shown by solid lines
going though the dots. The direction of the force experienced by these electrons (and associated
with Eq. (22)) is displayed via dashed lines
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